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1. Introduction

RECON TRIAGE is designed for both novice and advanced forensic examiner and/or investigator to be utilized in
the field. With the continued emphasis on device security and advancements in hardware & software, live data
acquisitions are becoming a more routine action for the DFIR community. Many artifacts are volatile within the
Mac Operating System (OS), and need to be captured while the Mac is on, otherwise those key pieces of
evidence are lost forever.

RECON TRIAGE is designed by forensic examiners for forensic examiners that need to complete casework in
minutes or hours, not days. The powerful features, simplistic interface, and up to date plugins all come together to
give examiners fast & accurate results.

RECON TRIAGE automates the searching and extracting of forensic artifacts on a Mac that is live. An examiner
simply has to check the box next to the artifacts that are vital to the investigation at hand. The examiner also has
the ability to perform file timeline analysis and file searches on the live Mac, and export the results to a destination
drive.

RECON TRIAGE is shipped on a 250GB SSD drive with the RECON TRIAGE software pre-installed and licensed.
This allows examiners to take RECON TRIAGE into the field and begin acquisitions without needing to
disassemble the other party’s Mac. 

RECON TRIAGE will provide the functionality to search, parse, and obtain iOS backups stored on the attached
Mac computer. 

RECON TRIAGE possesses the ability to acquire forensic images of the directory for the logged-in user(s) on live
Macs.

Lastly, RECON TRIAGE has the ability to dump the contents of the Apple Keychain and the RAM if the
administrator password is known.

Report creation within RECON TRIAGE can consist of full plugins, bookmarked items, or screen items in common
formats such as HTML, PDF, etc.

 

 

2. Setup RECON TRIAGE

RECON TRIAGE can only operate on Mac-based computers running Mac OS X version 10.10 or newer. 

Your 250GB SSD will include your license folder, the Sumuri_TRIAGE.app, and this instructional guide. Your
license will be already be configured, so your RECON TRIAGE will be ready right out of the box. Do not move the
Sumuri_TRIAGE.app to the desktop of the Mac you are acquiring. The first time you use RECON TRIAGE, please
follow these instructions:

Plug the SSD into a Mac, navigate to the Sumuri_TRIAGE.app and double-click on it; RECON TRIAGE will
launch and the following screen will appear.
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The next matter to address is to select Configuration so the examiner and agency information can be adjusted.
This also ensures that the proper agency logos will be included in the final acquisition reports.

Then add examiner name, phone number, email, agency name, and agency address. The date format can be
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modified on the configuration screen as well as changing the logo. Any logo added to RECON TRIAGE must be in
PNG format. Finally, click Update after any changes (see the image below).

 

3. Overview of RECON TRIAGE

On your initial screen, you have numerous options for acquiring & triaging the Mac in question. The following
options are displayed :
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New Case – Generate a new case where you conduct live examination on site to include running plugins,
reviewing the results immediately, and generating a report.
Load Case – Open a result.recon case folder that was previously created from a RECON TRIAGE or
RECON for Mac OS analysis.
iOS Backup – Locate iOS backups in their native location, export the iOS backups, or process the
recovered iOS backups on site.
File Search – Search for files based off of file name, signature, or keywords through specified directories.
File Timeline – Sort all files within a specified directory by selected time attributes.
Password – Extract the passwords associated with numerous accounts on the device.
Live Imager – Use to perform a live acquisitions on the live Mac by running plugins to extract vital data and
imaging the home directory of the current logged-in user and exporting the content as a .sparseimage file.
RAM Imager – Forensically image the RAM of the live Mac.
Plugins – Informs the examiner of the installed plugins for that particular RECON TRIAGE.
Configuration – Allows the examiner to customize the Examiner and agency information.
RECON – Displays information such as Known Issues, Change Logs, and the license agreement.

4. Starting a New Case with RECON TRIAGE

From the initial screen, select New Case.

The next screen displays all the avaiTRIAGEle plugins on the left hand side. On the right hand side is the case
information which is to filled out by the examiner. The examiner will have to select the time zone if the system time
zone is not desired (the time zone of the Mac being examined). 

The examiner can then select the Checkbox titled “Use Spotlight”, which will use the Spotlight indexing tool on
the Mac to perform the searching and indexing instead of the native searching capabilities built into the RECON
TRIAGE software. 

Using Spotlight can increase the speed of some modules, but should not be used if you think the Spotlight index
on the Mac is corrupt or you wish to examine areas that Spotlight excludes (see figure below).

The forensic plugins are smaller applications within RECON TRIAGE that are designed to identify, retrieve,
decode, and parse potential forensic artifacts. The examiner can select “Select All” or “Deselect All” from the top
template drop-down box. The examiner can also search for the desired plugin within the Plugin Search window.

When the preferred plugins are selected, the case information has been typed, time zone, output directory, and
the usage of Spotlight has been addressed, then the examiner will then click Start.
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Upon completion of the parsing of the artifacts, RECON TRIAGE will display the Result Viewer window, which
displays the recovered artifacts, a global search function, a global timeline function, and the global reports
function (see the image below).

Timeline and keyword functions are included in every plugin so that examiners can simply search by keywords or
filter artifacts chronologically.

The examiner can export the report as HTML, PDF, CSV, XML, or KML and include just the bookmarked items,
full screen items, or the entire plugin content.

In the event that the examiner has to open a previously generated RECON case, the examiner can select Load
Case from the main screen. The examiner will navigate to the RECON case folder, select the desired time zone,
then click Load Result (see image below).
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5. Live Acquisition with RECON TRIAGE

RECON TRIAGE allows examiners to simply run the plugins and image the home directory of the current Mac
user. From the main screen, the examiner will select Live Imager. The examiner will then enter the case
information on the Live Imager screen. An examiner has the option to perform a Complete live image or
a Custom Selection live image. Once the selection is made, then an output directory needs to be selected. It is
strongly recommend to select the Calculate Size button to ensure your destination drive has ample space for the
logical image. The output file can also be hashed using MD5 and SHA1(see the image below).

The live imager will create a .sparseimage file of the acquisition in a folder with the nomenclature of
RECON_Live_Imager-YYYY-Mon-DDTHH-MM-SS.

6. Acquire iOS Backups with RECON TRIAGE

In the initial screen, examiners have the ability to look for and acquire iOS backups stored on a Mac. The
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examiner will have to select iOS Backup from the main screen. If RECON TRIAGE is able to locate iOS Backups,
they will be displayed in the iOS Backup List. Selecting one of the backup files will displays its information on the
right hand side of the screen. In the event an examination wants to be conducted on site, then the examiner would
select the output directory for the artifacts and click on Run Case. In the event that the examiner wants to acquire
the iOS backup for further analysis later, select the Extract Backup icon (see image below).

 

7. File Search & File Timeline in RECON TRIAGE

Under some circumstances, that forensic examiner(s) knows there are particular files of interest and detailed time
frame windows. When such items are known, an examiner can use RECON TRIAGE to quickly search through
the live system to confirm or preliminarily dismiss the presence of certain artifacts. The examiner can select File
Search and load specific file names, keywords and file signatures to the appropriate Database. The examiner can
then select the File Search tab and activate the search query by clicking the checkbox next to the respective box.
Once that appropriate search boxes are selected, the examiner will pick the timeframe for the recovered artifacts,
if any. The output directory will then be identified as well as the target directories of the file search. As discussed
in the New Case processing, the examiner will have to choose on whether to use Spotlight as the indexing
processor or utilize the functionality of RECON TRIAGE. Finally the examiner will click on Start to initiate the file
search (see the image below).
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The second function in this section is the File Timeline which allows the examiner to select a particular directory
and all file stamps will be placed into chronological order. The examiner will select File Timeline button where the
next screen instructs to add directory that need to be analyzed. In the File Timeline dialog box use the Add
Dir button to choose evidence volumes, User Home Directories or other specific directories to be used in the
timeline. Multiple Directories may be used. Once the output directory is selected, then the examiner will
press Start (see image below).

A File System Timeline includes file system dates and times and Apple metadata dates and times. The results
from the Timeline will be displayed in the result viewer. The File Timeline List displays the different artifacts. There
may be multiple Date Type values for a single Date value.

Additional information for each artifact may be found in the Detailed Information window. When available, the
Preview window displays the file selected.
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Information associated with each artifact is displayed in the File Timeline List.

Bookmarks – Bookmarks may be made by checking the corresponding box for the artifact. Right-clicking
on any artifact will show the option to “select all” or “unselect all” artifacts.
Record No. – RECON will assign each artifact a Record Number.
Inode – Sorting by CNID number (iNode) can help you determine if timestamps have been altered. Each
file/folder is given a sequential iNode number at creation. Sorting by this number and comparing it to its
corresponding date and time can alert you of time manipulation activity.
File Name – Represents the name of the artifact.

8. RAM Acquisition with RECON TRIAGE

RAM extractions have become the norm for many forensic examiners that work with live systems. RAM can be a
rich source of information and contain valuable data such as password keys for protected files and volumes. It is
also an ideal place to capture running processes, including malware.

RECON’s RAM Imager provides an option to copy out system memory. Ensure you obtain the Build number of
the Mac by either Clicking on the Mac icon in the upper left hand corner, then clicking on “About This Mac”, then
clicking on the Mac OS Version number; the Build number will appear to the right of the OS version number (see
image below).
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The examiner can also type the command sw_vers into the terminal. Running the System Profile plugin will also
produce the Mac Build number. Build number is critical to actually interpreting a retrieved RAM dump. 

The RAM dump should be the very last action that an examiner should perform during a TRIAGE/IR due to the
volatility of performing a RAM acquisition on a running Mac. Select RAM Imager from the main screen. The
examiner will then be instructed to fill out case information, selecting a destination directory for the raw compress
RAM content. It should be noted that the admin password must be known to complete this process (see the image
below).

The RAM extraction is saved as a .raw file in the output directory. The naming format of the file is “MM-DD-
YYYYTHH-MM-SS_ram_image.raw” which reflects the date and time of the extraction.

9. Password

RECON’s Password feature works on live systems by taking the user credentials you supply and checking it
against the user’s Keychain in order to see if there are other protected artifacts on the system using the same
password. You must know the Admin Password to use this feature. The examiner will select Password button
from the main screen.

Select Allow in the first dialog box. Other dialog boxes will appear as RECON goes through the keychain. Select
Deny for these subsequent dialog boxes. Recovered passwords will be displayed if found.
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10. End User License Agreement

RECON TRIAGE is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other intellectual
property laws and treaties. This RECON TRIAGE is licensed, not sold.

This End User License Agreement (‘EULA’) is a legal agreement between you (either an individual or a single
entity) and SUMURI LLC with regard to the copyrighted software (herein referred to as RECON TRIAGE or
‘software’) provided with this EULA. The RECON TRIAGE includes computer software, the associated media,
any printed materials, and any ‘online’ or electronic documentation. Use of any software and related
documentation (‘software’) provided to you by RECON TRIAGE in whatever form or media, will constitute your
acceptance of these terms, unless separate terms are provided by the software supplier, in which case certain
additional or different terms may apply. If you do not agree with the terms of this EULA, do not download, install,
copy or use the software. By installing, copying or otherwise using RECON TRIAGE, you agree to be bound by
the terms of this EULA. If you do not agree to the terms of this EULA, SUMURI LLC is unwilling to license RECON
TRIAGE to you. 

Eligible License – This software is avaiTRIAGEle for license solely to software owners, with no right of duplication
or further distribution, licensing, or sub-licensing.

License Grant – SUMURI LLC grants to you a personal, non-transferable and non-exclusive right to use the copy
of the software provided with this EULA. You agree you will not copy or duplicate the software. You agree that you
may not copy the written materials accompanying the software. Modifying, translating, renting, copying,
transferring or assigning all or part of the software, or any rights granted hereunder, to any other persons and
removing any proprietary notices, TRIAGEels or marks from the software is strictly prohibited. Furthermore, you
hereby agree not to create derivative works based on the software. You may not transfer this software.

Copyright – The software is licensed, not sold. You acknowledge that no title to the intellectual property in the
software is transferred to you. You further acknowledge that title and full ownership rights to the software will
remain the exclusive property of SUMURI LLC and/or its suppliers, and you will not acquire any rights to the
software, except as expressly set forth above. All copies of the software will contain the same proprietary notices
as contained in or on the software. All title and copyrights in and to RECON TRIAGE (including but not limited to
any images, photographs, animations, video, audio, music, text and ”applets,” incorporated into RECON
TRIAGE), the accompanying printed materials, and any copies of RECON TRIAGE, are owned by SUMURI LLC.
RECON TRIAGE is protected by copyright laws and international treaty provisions. You may not copy the printed
materials accompanying RECON TRIAGE.

Reverse Engineering – You agree that you will not attempt, and if you are a corporation, you will use your best
efforts to prevent your employees and contractors from attempting to reverse compile, modify, translate or
disassemble the software in whole or in part. Any failure to comply with the above or any other terms and
conditions contained herein will result in the automatic termination of this license and the reversion of the rights
granted hereunder to SUMURI LLC.

Disclaimer of Warranty – The software is provided ‘AS IS’ without warranty of any kind. SUMURI LLC and its
suppliers disclaim and make no express or implied warranties and specifically disclaim the warranties of
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement of third-party rights. The entire risk as to the
quality and performance of the software is with you. Neither SUMURI LLC nor its suppliers warrant that the
functions contained in the software will meet your requirements or that the operation of the software will be
uninterrupted or error-free. SUMURI LLC is not obligated to provide any updates to the software for any user who
does not have a software maintenance subscription.

Limitation of Liability – SUMURI LLC’s entire liability and your exclusive remedy under this EULA shall not exceed
the price paid for the software, if any. In no event shall SUMURI LLC or its suppliers be liable to you for any
consequential, special, incidental or indirect damages of any kind arising out of the use or inability to use the
software, even if SUMURI LLC or its supplier has been advised of the possibility of such damages, or any claim
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by a third party.

Rental – You may not loan, rent, or lease the software.

Transfer – You may not transfer the software to a third party, without written consent from SUMURI LLC and
written acceptance of the terms of this Agreement by the transferee. Your license is automatically terminated if
you transfer the software without the written consent of SUMURI LLC. You are to ensure that the software is not
made available in any form to anyone not subject to this Agreement. A transfer fee of $150 USD will be charged
to transfer the software (not applicable to transfers associated with orders from distributors, or resellers or intra-
company transfers).

Upgrades – If the software is an upgrade from an earlier release or previously released version, you now may use
that upgraded product only in accordance with this EULA. If RECON TRIAGE is an upgrade of a software
program which you licensed as a single product, then RECON TRIAGE may be used only as part of that single
product package and may not be separated for use on more than one computer.

OEM Product Support – Product support for RECON TRIAGE is provided by SUMURI LLC. For product support,
please call SUMURI LLC. Should you have any questions concerning this, please refer to the address provided in
the documentation.

No Liability for Consequential Damages – In no event shall SUMURI LLC or its suppliers be liable for any
damages whatsoever (including, without limitation, incidental, direct, indirect special and consequential damages,
damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business information, or other pecuniary loss)
arising out of the use or inability to use this ‘SUMURI LLC’ product, even if SUMURI LLC has been advised of
the possibility of such damages. Because some states/countries do not allow the exclusion or limitation of liability
for consequential or incidental damages, the above limitation may not apply to you.

Indemnification By You – If you distribute the software in violation of this Agreement, you agree to indemnify, hold
harmless and defend SUMURI LLC and its suppliers from and against any claims or lawsuits, including attorney’s
fees that arise or result from the use or distribution of the software in violation of this Agreement.

Jurisdiction – The parties consent to the exclusive jurisdiction and venue of the federal and state courts located in
the State of Delaware, USA, in any action arising out of or relating to this Agreement. The parties waive any other
venue to which either party might be entitled by domicile or otherwise.
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